A Legal Review of Sailing Approval Letter: Systems and Procedures
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Abstract

Every ship that is going to sail is required to have a sailing approval letter issued by the harbormaster as an effort to control the security and safety of shipping. This research is a normative-legal research using a statute, comparative and conceptual approaches. The results show that the harbormaster as a government official at the port carries out and supervises efforts to fulfill shipping safety and security as a government administrative action by issuing a state document in the form of a sailing approval letter through a system of procedures for issuing a sailing approval letter. This letter is given to every ship that will sail or leave the port by ensuring that the ship, crew and cargo have technically-administratively fulfilled all sailworthiness requirements. The compliance of all parties in implementing the procedure for the issuance of the sailing approval will lead to the achievement of safety and security in shipping.
1. Introduction

In archipelagic countries, especially in Indonesia, sea transportation is one way of channeling needs from primary needs to additional or supporting needs. It cannot be denied that in an archipelagic country such as Indonesia, marine transportation facilities and infrastructure are the main support in the transportation of large quantities of goods by ship. From an economic and business perspective, the use of shipping is more effective and has great benefits, so that with sea transportation infrastructure such as ships, it is useful for moving goods and people from one place to another, it is hoped that community economic activities will have a positive and positive impact on improving the economy in the region Indonesia.²

Indonesia has implemented Law No. 17 of 2008, Government Regulation No. 20 of 2010, Minister of Transportation Regulation No. 20 of 2015 and many other laws and regulations that regulate all matters relating to sea traffic, transportation of goods and/or people by sea, navigation and shipping activities as a means of sea transportation, including aspects of security and law enforcement.³ In carrying out the functions and duties of ship safety and security, the government in this case is the harbormaster given the functions and duties as regulated in article 208 of Law No. 17 of 2008 reads The harbormaster has the duty to carry out safety and security functions as referred to in Article 207 paragraph (1), namely Pay attention to shipworthiness, safety, security and order at the port; Attention to orderly ship travel in port waters and shipping traffic; Paying attention to transboundary activities in port waters; Pay attention to salvage activities and underwater work; Pay attention to ship alert activities; Pay attention to scouting; Pay attention to the ups and downs of dangerous goods and hazardous and toxic waste; Pay attention to ship refueling; Pay attention to the orderliness of the embarkation and debarkation of passengers; Pay attention to island dredging and reclamation; Pay attention to the activities of building port facilities for ships; Carry out assistance to search and rescue ship accidents; Leading the pollution control and fire fighting team at the port; and Pay attention to the implementation of marine environmental protection; The inherent aspects of shipping safety include the

---

characteristics of attitudes, values and activities related to the importance of meeting safety and security requirements related to transportation in waters and at ports. Neglecting shipping safety generally results in higher economic and environmental costs, such as reduced production, incurring medical costs, pollution and inefficient energy consumption. Shipping is a high regulated sector where there are clear regulations regarding the role of each related party in shipping. The existence of marine safety regulations that prioritize third party regulations is a result of the many shipping accidents caused by human errors. At the operational level, the harbormaster, ship owner and skipper are the trident of shipping safety. The three of them have roles and responsibilities as defined in the maritime affairs of the ship, which is explicitly regulated in article 1 paragraph (33) of Law No. 17 of 2008 which explains that shipworthiness is a condition of a ship that meets the requirements of ship security, crew members, cargo, health and welfare of crew and passengers as well as legal status of ships, security management and prevention of ship pollution, management of ship security to navigate certain waters.

According to Law No. 17 of 2008, every sea transportation (ship) to carry out shipping activities requires a Sailing Approval Letter (SPB) issued by the harbormaster in order to be able to sail or anchor in order to sail or anchor to obtain SPB, a ship that will sail must meet several requirements such as marine eligibility ship. Each sailing approval letter can be given by a harbormaster to the user or owner of the ship if the ship has met several important requirements as referred to in article 117 of law no. 17 of 2008.

---


8 Ibid.

2. Problem Statement

In accordance with Article 219 of Law No. 17 of 2008, sea transportation (ships) to carry out shipping activities requires a Sailing / Anchoring Approval (SPB) issued by the harbormaster to sail or dock. To get an SPB, a ship that will sail must meet several requirements such as vessel eligibility. Each sailing approval letter can be given to the user or owner of the ship by the harbormaster if the ship has met the important requirements in accordance with the procedure for issuing a sailing approval letter. This study aims to analyze the system of sailing approval issuance procedures that affect shipping safety and security.

3. Method

This research is a normative-legal research using a statute, comparative and conceptual approaches. Its data will be provided from primary and secondary legal materials. The primary legal materials resulted from some relevant laws and legislation. Those legal material collected are analysed descriptively related to the problems and prescriptively.

4. Discussion

Based on Article 219 paragraph (1) of Law No.17 of 2008, it is stipulated that every sailing ship is required to have a Sailing Approval Letter (SPB) issued by the Harbormaster. Where the regulation regarding the issuance of SPB is further regulated in the Minister of Transportation Regulation No. 82 of 2014. Then on the regulation in the Regulation of the Minister of Transportation, it can be seen that: Issuance of Sailing Approval Letter is a supervisory activity carried out by the Harbormaster of a ship that will sail based on the Master Sailing Declaration.

1) Sailing Approval Letter is a state document issued by the Harbormaster to every ship that will sail.

2) Master Sailing Declaration is a statement letter made by the master explaining that the ship, cargo, and crew have met the safety and security requirements of shipping and protection of the maritime environment to sail to the port of destination.

---

3) Harbormaster is a government official at the port who is appointed by the Minister and has the highest authority to carry out and supervise the fulfillment of the provisions of laws and regulations to ensure the safety and security of shipping.

4) Harbormaster at fishery port is a harbormaster who is specially placed at fishery port for administrative management and performs the function of maintaining shipping safety.

5) Shipworthiness is the condition of the ship that meets the requirements of ship safety, prevention of water pollution from the ship, manning, loading lines, loading, crew welfare and passenger health, legal status of ships, safety management and prevention of pollution from ships, and ship security management for sailing in certain waters.

The process of issuing Sailing Approval Letter, namely:

1) **Issuance of Sailing Approval Letter.**

   a) Every ship sailing must have a Sailing Approval Letter issued by: Harbormaster, or Harbormaster at the fishing port.

   b) In order to obtain a Sailing Approval Letter, each ship must meet the ship's seaworthiness requirements and other obligations.

   c) For fishing boats, Sailing Approval Letter is issued by the Harbormaster at the fishing port.

   d) The obligation to have Sailing Approval Letter is exempted for: Warships, and / or, state / government ships as long as they are not used for commercial activities.

   e) Harbormaster includes: Head of the Main Harbormaster Office, Head of Batam Port Office, Head of Port Authority and Port Authority Office, and / or, Head of Port Operational Unit Office.

   f) Harbormaster at fishing port is an official / officer authorized to handle portability at fishing ports who is appointed by the Minister.

   g) Sailing Approval Letter is valid for 24 (twenty four) hours from the time of issuance and can only be used for 1 (one) time of voyage.

   h) In issuing Sailing Approval Letter, the harbormaster may appoint an official and / or officer who has competence in the field of portability.
2) **Application for the Issuance of Sailing Approval Letter**

To obtain a Sailing Approval Letter, the ship owner or operator submits a written application to the Harbormaster. Based on Article 8 paragraph (2) Minister of Transportation Regulation No. 82 of 2014 that the SPB Application, is equipped with:

a) Master Sailing Declaration.

b) Evidence of fulfillment of other ship’s obligations in accordance with its designation.

c) For fishing boats, they must be equipped with an operational acceptance letter from the fisheries supervisor.

3) **Completeness of Issuance of Sailing Approval Letter**

Based on the application received, the harbormaster checks the completeness and validity of the ship’s letters and documents. In the event that the Harbormaster receives a report and / or finds out that the ship going to sail does not meet the maritime and ship safety requirements, the Harbormaster has the authority to conduct an inspection of the ship. Examination is the main task for a Shahbandar. The use of ships that are not seaworthy will have legal consequences because they risk losing the cargo and human lives (passengers and crew). The task of this harbormaster will actually be greatly helped if the owner and master of the ship also carry out their duties as mentioned above. For this reason, an inspection system is needed that can ensure, in particular the ship owner / operator, the captain (together with the crew), compliance with the prevailing laws and regulations in the field of shipping safety. The system above identifies all violations that can result in ship accidents, based on input from the ship owner / operator, the captain and crew. If found, the Harbormaster will then take various actions based on the Minister of Transportation Regulation no. 20 of 2015. In addition, the inspection system must be complete and cover administrative, technical and implementation management aspects. The goal, in addition to preventing or avoiding ship accidents, is also to face the legal consequences of ship accidents. Marine safety is a condition that guarantees the safety of various activities at sea, including shipping, exploration and exploitation of natural and living resources, and environmental protection. Based on the results of the examination, the Harbormaster issued a Sailing Approval Letter.
4) Delays, Revocation and Exemption from Sailing Agreement

The harbormaster can delay the departure of the ship to sail because it does not meet the maritime and ship safety requirements or weather considerations. Revocation of Sailing Approval Letter can be carried out by the Harbormaster in the case: The ship does not sail from the port, more than 24 (twenty four) hours from the deadline for issuance, and / or a written order from the court.

Sailing Agreement exemption applies to ships in the following circumstances: Ships temporarily sailing out of the port with the aim of providing rescue assistance to ships in danger, and / or ships that stop at the port due to an emergency.

In the conception of administrative law, the Sailing Approval Letter issued by the harbormaster is an act or act of the government. In administrative law literature, it is very clear that the main purpose of forming a government is to maintain an order system in which people can live their lives in a healthy and fair manner. In essence, modern government is how to make an act or act of government more encourage the realization of the best service to the community so that people can feel the existence of the government as a public servant or as a welfare provider.

Van Vollenhoven argued that government action (Bestuurshandeling) was an action in the context of maintaining the interests of the state and the people spontaneously and independently by high and low powers. The Van Poelje Commission, based on its report in 1972, defines publiek rechtelijke handeling (actions in public law) as legal actions taken by the authorities in carrying out government functions. In addition,
Romeijn argues that government action is any action or act of a state administrative tool (*bestuurs organ*) which includes actions or things that are outside the field of governance law, such as security, justice and others with the intention of give rise to legal consequences in the field of administrative law.

In the administrative law literature, it is explained that as a legal subject, governmental actions or actions are the same as other legal subjects, namely that they can carry out various actions or actions in the form of real government actions or actions (*feitelijke handelingen*) or in the form of government legal actions or actions (*rechtshandelingen*).\(^{15}\)

C.J.N. Versteden defines that the real action or action of government is an act or act of government that has no relevance to law and therefore does not cause legal consequences.\(^{16}\) The actual government actions or actions referred to, such as the government being invited to inaugurate an event, attend and give speeches at activities carried out by the community, and sign an inscription on the inauguration of a building.\(^{17}\)

R.J.H.M. Huisman expressed the definition of what is meant by government legal action or action, namely an act or legal action intended to create rights and obligations (*een rechtshadelingen is gericht op het scheppen van rechten en plichten*). In other words, an action or action based on its nature and character can give rise to certain legal consequences. Seeing the origin of the term legal action or action comes from the concept of civil law as put forward by A.D. Belinfante, that in the field of civil law, legal action or action is the initial stage of the birth of a legal relationship (*rechtsbetrekking*), namely a relationship that has relevance to law.

Furthermore, he stated that the birth of a legal relationship is none other than because this relationship can give rise to certain rights and obligations. Legal relations are born from the existence of a will and a statement made (*wil en wilsverklaring*) both firmly

---


and secretly (uitdrukkelijke en stilzwijgende verklaring) between the parties in an equal position.\textsuperscript{18}

The concept of legal action or action in the civil law field is then taken over and used also in the administrative law field, so that in administrative law the term administrative or government legal action or action is also known. This concept, although taken from the concept of civil law, has differences. In the concept of civil law, legal action or action requires the consent of the parties or legal action requires the consent of the parties or the conformity of the will, whereas in the concept of administrative law, the action or act of government does not require the consent or will of the community because it is unilateral binding.\textsuperscript{19}

Government legal action is a statement of the unilateral will of a government organ and brings legal consequences or existing legal conditions, then the will of the organ must not contain defects such as dwaling, fraud (bedrog), coercion (dwang), and others that cause illegal legal consequences.\textsuperscript{20}

From government legal actions or actions, consequences that are relevant to law will emerge. By Romeijn the consequences of the law in question, such as: the creation of a new legal relationship (het scheppen van een nieuw), a change or termination of a new legal relationship (het wezigen op het opheffen van een bestaande recht Syerhouding).\textsuperscript{21}

In other words, the legal consequences (rechtsgevolgen) can take the following forms:

a) If there are changes to existing rights, obligations or authorities (indien er een verandering optreedt in de bestaande rechten, verplichtingen op bevoegdheid van sommigen).

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid. p. 101-102
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
b) When there is a change in the legal position of a person or existing object (wanneer er verandering optreedt in juridische status van een persoon op (van) object).

c) When there are certain stipulated rights, obligations, authority or status (wanneer het bestaan van zekere rechten, verplichtingen, bevoegdheden op status bindend wordt vastgestol).

With regard to public legal actions or actions from the government by A.F.A Korsten and F.P.I.L. Tonnaer in Ridwan HR. argued, that public legal actions or actions taken by the government in carrying out its government functions and duties, can be differentiated into unilateral public legal actions or actions and actions of many parties (publiekrechtelijke rechtshandelingen, waarvan de overheid voor de uitoefening van hoar bestuursfunctie gebruik maakit, ztn te onderscheiden in eenzijdige en meerzijdige publiekrechtelijke rechtshandelingen).22

In addition, because every government action must be based on the prevailing laws and regulations, then automatically such action may not deviate from or conflict with the relevant regulations, which can cause the legal consequences that arise to be nullified (nietig), or can be canceled (nietigbaar).

Muchsan said the elements of government legal action were as follows:23

1) Such acts are carried out by government officials in their positions as rulers and as tools of government equipment (bestuursorganen) on their own initiative and responsibility.

2) The act is carried out in the framework of carrying out government functions.

3) The said act is intended as a means of generating legal consequences in the field of administrative law.

4) The action concerned is carried out in the framework of maintaining the interests of the state and the people.

There are two forms of government legal action, namely government legal action based on public law (publiekrechtelijke handeling) and government legal action based on private law (privatrechtelijke handeling).²⁴ These two forms of government legal action are related to the position of the government as an institution holding government positions (ambtsdrager) and as a legal entity.

Public legal action (publiekrechtshandeling) means that legal action taken by the government is based on public law in its position as a holder of government office which is carried out based on government authority which is public law which can only be born from authority that is also public law, while private legal action is legal action based on civil provisions.²⁵ In the system of government administration, wherever it is carried out or implemented, especially in Indonesia, the existence of government instruments or means (tools) plays a very important and decisive role, even if it may be said that it is vital to smooth the implementation of government functions and tasks. In addition, government instruments or facilities are tools or means that exist in the government to be able to carry out an act or legal act of government by using various types of government instruments. In other words, what is meant by government instruments is nothing but a tool or means that exist in the government and which can be used directly by the government in carrying out or carrying out its various functions and tasks.

Related to this, Article 5 paragraph (2) of the Shipping Law stipulates that the government is responsible for the operation of shipping, which is then realized by the existence of regulatory, controlling and supervisory functions. In paragraph (3) of the Shipping Law stipulates that the regulation includes the establishment of general and technical policies, including the determination of norms, standards, guidelines, criteria, planning and procedures including requirements for shipping safety and security as well as licensing. In paragraph (4) it stipulates that the control as referred to in

---


paragraph (2) letter b includes providing direction, guidance, training, licensing, certification, as well as technical assistance in the field of construction and operation. And furthermore in paragraph (5) it stipulates that the supervision as referred to in paragraph (2) letter c includes activities to supervise development and operations so that it is in accordance with statutory regulations including taking corrective actions and law enforcement.

According to Article 9 paragraph (1) Minister of Transportation Regulation No. 82 of 2014 that based on the request of the ship owner or ship operator, the harbormaster checks the completeness and validity of the ship's letters and documents. Meanwhile, in paragraph (2) it is stipulated that in the event that the Harbormaster receives a report and / or finds out that a ship going to sail does not meet the maritime and ship safety requirements, the Harbormaster has the authority to conduct an inspection of the ship.

Furthermore, in Article 11 (1) Minister of Transportation Regulation No. 82 of 2014 that the Sailing Approval Letter can be revoked by the Harbormaster, in the following cases:

a) The ship does not sail leaving the port, more than 24 (twenty four) hours from the deadline for issuance; and / or

b) Written order from the court.

Based on the various descriptions, it can be seen that the ship reporting mechanism at the port until the issuance of the SPB is related to the supervisory mechanism. Sailing Approval Letter is one of the instruments of government action in an effort to supervise a ship that is about to sail or leave the port to ensure that the ship, crew, and cargo have technically-administratively fulfilled all the requirements of sailworthiness to ensure safety and security of shipping.

5. Conclusion

The harbormaster as a government official at the port carries out and supervises efforts to fulfill the safety and security of shipping as a government administration act by issuing a state document in the form of a sailing approval letter through a system of procedures for issuing a sailing approval letter. This letter is given to every ship that is
about to sail or leave the port by ensuring that the ship, crew and cargo have technically fulfilled all the requirements for sailability. The compliance of all parties in implementing the procedure for the issuance of the sailing approval will lead to the achievement of safety and security in shipping.
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